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SUMMARY 
The paper summarizes resul ts  of an investigation of surface pressure fluctuations and response of panels 
underlying attached and separated turbulent boundary layers  and shock waves a t  NASA Ames Research Center. Exten- 
sive t e s t s  of a large assortment of axisymmetrie and two-dimensional models have been conducted a t  transonic and 
supersonic Mach numbers to 3.6 to study the pressure  fields. Assorted fixed-edge flat panels have been tested at  
Mach numbers f r o m  1.6 to 3 .  6 in attached and completely separated flow fields and also in mixed flow with a s tep  
induced shock wave oscillating on the panels. The surface p res su re  fluctuations a re  described in t e r m s  of broad- 
band r m s ,  spectral  density, and spatial correlation information. The effectiveness of parameters fo r  scaling the 
pressure  fluctuations i s  also illustrated. Measurements of the amplitude and strain response of the panels a r e  com- 
pared with response conlputations by the normal mode method of analysis. 
NOTATION (Note: All dimensions in standard metric units) 
A surface a rea  of the panel Q1 pane! length in x direction 1 
Am normalization factor fo r  $ 52 panel length in x direction n~ 2 
bending stiffness 
damping coefficient 
static pressure  coefficient, (p - pw)/q, 
thiclmess of panel 
diameter 
Young's modulus 
frequency 
generalized force 
Strouhal number 
generalized mass  for the mth mode 
f r ee  stream Mach number 
locai static pressure  
pressure  fluctuation acting on the panel 
f ree  streaiil dynamic p res su re  
generalized coordinates 
Fourier transform of y 
ry 
two-sided c ross  spectral  density function 
two-sided power spectral  density function 
flow separation length measured upstream 
from xs = 0 
=LY 
Fourier transform of f U velocity 
rY 
G(L~ = 2S(W) one-sided power spectral  density functlon Gc(f) narrow-band convection velocity 
GiJ, w )  = 2S&, d) one-sided cross  spectral density tv&, t )  dlsplacen~ent normal to the panel surface 
h sboulder height of cone f rus tum or twc  \47& L\) Fourier transform of w 
dirneusioual wedge 
v longitudinal distance ri~eesureci rrpstie~rm 
5 
Hp@) frequencjr response lirnction from shoulder of cone Crusiurn tv;o- 
dimecsio?~al !velige 
(a) real part  of lo~~gitudinal cceptance J m r  
1 location on the panel in the longitudinal 
jhs(") t ransversal acceptance (or streamwise) direction 
k m r ( o ?  negative of imaginary part  of X2 location on the panel in the lateral  
longitudinal acceptance direction 
f3 angle of cone frustum oi. \*vr-(ig~ 
P cvri.ei::tion coefiiciei!t 
, y r  L - X  / 2  
1 1  d 0 ~>\CYC!L. ~1::ij)e ~ U ~ I L ! ~ I C > S I  (.,I i> : i i l f l  
rk 
Y 2  = X / I  2 2 - 
:"au motle shape ~ I I I I C ~ I C ~ I  of ii phi~'il  \?11t! L I X ? ? ~  
d Y l 2  Y2)  nor~i-ializei! cuordinates rcfei  ring to d i l i l~ i t s ior~s  
location oil the panel 
LC angular frecluericy 
6 boundary layer thicluless 
0: 
N 
natural frequency of the n th  mode 
6 * displacement boundary layer thiclu~ess 
@ phase angle of c ros s  spectral  density 
6 Kronecker delta funclion 
N B 
Subscripts 
norm normalized quantity 
.& =: -. X'  - .;" coordinate refer r ing  to  the separation = (m,  n) mode index 
distance of two points on the panel 
6 = ( r ,  S) mode index 
Vl = y; - PY 
o quantity evalluated i l l~~nedia te ly  ahead of 
2 = yh - y; detached shock wave 
22(V1. q2) = 2' - L" a quantity evaluated at  the free s t r eam 
F s t ra in  1 streamwise direction 
U mass  per  unit a r e a  of the panel 2 lateral  direction 
v Poisson ratio P quantities related to the excitation field 
v loss fac tor  f o r  the a t h  mode d cluantities related to panel displacement 
N 
i L attenuation coefficient c quant~t:es related to s t r a ~ u  
7 coherence function 
I .  INTRODUCTION 
The pressure  fl~lctualions in 'egions of attached and separated turbulent boundary lagers  and shock waves 
adjacent to surface of aerospace vellicles give 'ise t o  s t ruc tura l  vibrations throughout atmospheric flight. The study 
of these excitations and result ing vibrations i s  of importance in determining s t r e s s ,  fatigue life of s t ruc tures ,  and 
:-~oise transniission into the in ter ior  of the vehicle. Unfortunately, the analysis of this type of vibration i s  complicated 
by the inherent random character is t ics  of the excitation p r e s s w e  fields,  and the difficulty of analytically describing 
the vibration of a realist ic s t ruc ture .  For  these reasons,  ear ly  investigators of this problem considerecl only a 
hypot!.ietical flow field and made the simplifying assumption that the s t ruc ture ,  almost invariably either a beam o r  a 
rectangular panel, i s  infinitely large  (refs.  1-3). This a s s u m p t i ~ n  gives r i s e  to a solution in t e rms  of the mean square 
displacement of the panel a s  a whole, hut not the displacenlent a s  a function of location on the panel. 
Investigatio~ls dealing with the excitation fields fo r  the attached and separated turbulent boundary layers  
and regions of nlixcd flow, includillg oscillating shock waves, have been numerous (the references of refs .  4-6 yield 
no appropriate lengthy bibliography). A revieiv of the l i terature indicates, however, that the required statist ical  
intormation to  describe the surface-pressure fluctuations is reasonably complete only for  subsonic attached turbulent 
iiciuodary layers.  lrlvestigations at  transonic and supersonic speeds have primarily included nieasurenlents of prcssnre-  
\.iii.ruacici~ intensities and very limited nnalysit. of power speclj-a and/or spatial correlation. Kith t h e  cxcel)troc of 
i-esulis in  references 4-7, these la t te r  fo rms  oi analyses have only been published f o r  atiaclied floi,ii, 
\t7itii respect; rc response,  receni i~~ves t iga t ions  hhve caiisitlered finite-size rectangulai ;.iar;els uriderlying 
~i rhsoi~i i :  aiiuc,iied twhr~?eil(, boundary layers :  but a simpiifyii~g assul-ilr?tiur! vjas made that thc p;c??i.l~ wer.c- sinlply srlji-- 
jiorteci (refs.  8-10). ?his  assuniption s i ~ i i p l ~ i i e s  thc algebra tremeiidously, permitting soiutions to be eqiressetl  in 
closed fo rms ;  and although these analytical results  give better agreement with experinlent than Chose obtained with 
-he infinite panel assumption, they tend to overestimtite the response of a realist ic panel. Previous analyses also 
;ailed to  give an accurate prediction of the wave matching between the flexural wave of a panel and the pressure  wave. 
The estimation of this wave matching i s  important particularly when the matching occurs at one of the resonant f re-  
quencies of the s t ruc ture  and th is  causes  a la rge  structural  response. With the advent of modern high speed eol~lputers ,  
a theoretical analysis of a finite rectangular panel with clamped edges under the excitation of a turbulent trtoundary 
layer i s  novv feasible, i?nalj4ical integration in closed f o ~ r n s  a r e  not necessary,  since numerical integration can be 
carr ied  out with no algebraic simplification of the integrand. This digital-.computer-oriented approach has the follow- 
ing additional advantages over analytical approach: ( i j  The transparency of the problem i s  prese ived,  a s  very 
often the  physics of the problem is lost amongst a g rea t  length of closed-form mathematical formulae; (2) future 
developments a r e  simplified a s  L"rr basic computer program can be modified to describe different ilovi f ields and/or 
different s t ruc tures .  
With the deficiencies in both the input a ~ d  response problenls in  rnitid, a research  prograin has been under- 
taken a t  NASA, Ames Research Center, to improve the statist ical  description of the random p res su re  f l uc tua t io~~s  
underlyii~g attached and separated turbulent boundary l aye r s  and shock waves; and to improve the analytical capability 
fo r  computation of the displacement and s t ra in  of rea l i s t ic  panel s t ruc tures  when excited by each of these flow fields.  
The investigations of p re s su re  fluctuation inputs and response have spanned the subsonic, transonic,  and supersonic 
speed ranges  up to  a Mach number of 3.5. 
Sketches of models used fo r  the investigation of pressure-fluctuation inputs a r e  shown in Fig. 1. The 
basic configurations were  0. 0508 m and 0.254 m diameter  ogive cylinders and the Ames 9- by 7-foot and 8- by 7-foot 
supersonic wind tunnel (SWT) walls to  investigate attached turbulent boundary-layers. Cone f rus tums ahead of axi- 
symmetr ic  r ings and two-dimensional wedges of different heights and a variety of angles f rom 15" to  90" were  added 
t o  the cylinders and walls t o  investigate regions of separated flow and shock waves. The different model s izes  and 
tunnel walls provided large  variations of the thicknesses of both the attached and separated boundary layers  to investi- 
gate scaling relationships to  establish the most effective paralueters fo r  nondimensionalization of the p re s su re  fluctua- 
tions. The thickness of attached boundary layers ,  f o r  example, varied f rom approximately 0.00406 m on the 0.0508 m 
diameter model to  0.135 m on the ~vind-tunnel wall. Separated-flow lengths ahead of 45" f rus tums and a 0.2032 n~ 
high 45" wedge varied from 0.041 m t o  0.89 m. 
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Figure 1. Coriiguration investigatect f o r  st~l-cly of surface-pressure fluctuations. 
The surface pressure  fluctuations were  measured with two different s i ze s  of s emicond~~c to r  type pre-isare 
transditcers having sensing dialileters of 0.00279 m and 0.00121 m. The transducers were mounted flush o r  slightly 
submerged to  the surface in longitudinal, la tera l ,  and diagonal ar rays .  In addition, detailed static-pressure distribc- 
tions and boundary-layer measurements were obtained. More details on the tes t  procedure, data acquisition and 
analysis, and overall  scope of the pressure-fluctuation investigation can be found in references 4 and 7. 
Fo r  the respcnse part  of the research ,  the f i r s t  s t ep  in the program was to develop the analytical capa- 
oilitv and a practical  computer program fo r  computation of the amplitude response of a clamped-edge panel. The 
excitation of a subsonic attached turbulent boundary layer  was considered f i rs t  because of the availability o i  co r r e s -  
ponding excitation data by Bull (ref. ll), and response measurements by Wilby (ref. 10). The method of analysis 
(method of nornlal mode used together with the technique of spectral  analysis) and comparisons with Wilby's response 
data a r e  shoxvn in reference 12. These initial resul ts  show favorable comparisons between the computed and measured 
response.  
- 7  i ne aiialysis and computer program have subseclcre~ltly heen expanded to inclirde the amplitude and strain 
r e s p n s c  of sjmply-supported and clamped-edge pa l e i s  excited by supersonic attached and separated turbulent boundary 
lagers.  G o r r e ~ p o ~ d i c g  experiments have been conducted io measure tile amplitude and s t ra in  response of a variety cf 
phie is  ivrti! differcrit length-to-width ratios aad tllicfr~lesses. Palie: lengths and widths varied f r o m  0. 1524 n? to 
it. 394.5 m aqc! thickr~ess:zs varied f rom 0,  55~8x10-3 111 to 2.234~10-:3 m. 'Ihc tes ts  were conducted in the s ame  facilities 
($3- . "-i. *J., 7-Coot SWT and 8- by 7-foot SW'Y') used for  the scpsrsonic pressure-fluctuation studies betweell h'fach numbers 
p: 1 ~ (; ::nd ti. 5. An iil~~s~rstitiri the teu: set up f o r  ueparoteci flonv i s  sboiva in Fig, 2, The panel respoilse ttisrs wert. 
c:o~~rius:?i! w i i : ~  ti;!: 0, 2022-??i Ligh 90" sic:,, where:is $ - ~ R ? I ~ T ( \  Cl:.~t~aii:ins were also ?neasilreti a h e ~ r l  of 23" arid 45" 
wedges. Separated flow lengtils ahead ol tile s teps  varieti irorii agproximately 0 .91  i ~ i  "L lI. 10~x depeniiinrg ori Mach 
nuinber and the attached boundary layer thicirness. 
Three  t e s t  conditions with the panels rinderlying attached flow, separated flow, and inixecl flow with an 
osclilatiilg shocic wave were investigated. Attached flow was obtained by removing the step. Separated flow was 
obtained with the s tep  positioned a s  shown in Fig. 2 so  that the panel was about one-third the distance between the 
shock wave and the step. The step was moved fur ther  downstream to position the shock wave on the panels. 
Figure 2. Panel-response test installation. 
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Figure 3. Broadbald characteristics of pressure 
fluctuations underlying attached 
turbulent horriidary layers. 
separation points were not sc:tled by t h e  xs/h parameter, 
t h a t  the differences are iiue to  the varizttion 01 h/6, on the 
Panel displacemeilts were ~neasuved with non- 
contactiilg capacitance probes that could be ren~otely posl- 
troned to different panel coorclit~ate pos~lions. A steady-siate 
cavlty pressure was carefully marntainecl at wall statlc 
pyessure at the stweami,vise ~nidpoiilt ilear the lower eclge of 
the panels fol all test conditions. 
The analyses of all the results of the pressure 
fl~tctuation a!~d panel response investigations are cot com- 
plete. However, a large amount of data have been amassed 
for attached and separated flows at supersonic speeds, a d  
therefore these data and the corresponding panel response 
measurements and analyses are  the subject of this paper. 
2. PRESSURE-FLUCTUATION INPUTS 
2 .1  Broadband Characteristics 
The surface-pressure fluctuations measured in 
attached flow 011 the walls of Ames wind tunnels are  shown 
in Fig. 3 along with comparative data from a few other 
investigations. The data presented are  considered by the 
authors to most reliably represent the broadband intensities 
of the pressure fluctuations, m / q r n ,  for the Mach number 
range from 0 to 3.5. Many more data points could be added 
to the figure from other earlier investigations, but the 
spread of data would then be increased markedly. Most of 
the other available data considered have been rejected 
because of uncertain effects of transducer size, installation, 
and extraneous noise. The data from the Ames 9- by 7-f00t 
SWT and 8- by 7-f00t SWT and the XB-70 represent measure- 
ments at several locations on a rigid plate in the tunnel wall 
and on the aircraft. The spread in data of about 30% (3 dB) 
i s  typical and is  believed due to a nonuniformity in the 
unsteady pressure field. The fact that data can be con- 
sistently repeated within 0.3 dB when different transducers 
of the same kind a re  installed at a specific location on the 
wind tunnel wall s ~ ~ p p o r t s  this argument. Generally, the 
wind tunnel and flight data in Fig. 3 con1 a re  favorably, 
and both sboiv about a 50% decrease in&qrn between 
Mach numbers of 1 and 2.5. At M > 2.5 the available wind 
tunnel data show a tendency for @/q, to increase slightly 
from a millilnunl of about 0. 0035 at If = 2.5 to about 0.004 
at M = 3.5. 
Typical longitudinal distributio~ls of mean static 
and fluctuating pressures illustrative of the separated flow 
on the models of this investigation are shown in Fig. 4 (the 
effect of diameter and frustum height in Fig. 4(a) and the 
effect of Mach number on the flow field in the vicinity of 
the response-test pailel is shown in Fig. 4(b)). As pre- 
viously described (refs. 4 and 15), the mean static pressure, 
initially at free-stream static pressure, increases rapidly 
a s  the flow encounters the detached frust~1in shocli near the 
separation point and then approaches a plateau as the transi- 
tion fi-om attached to separated flow is  completed. The 
static-pressure coefficients in the region of the plateau 
were nearly the same on all the axisynimetric models, but 
were approximately 20% lower than the corresponding nmeas- 
uremeilts on the two-dilnensional wall. The locations of 
the static-pressure rise associated with the shoclrs and 
Further study of the shocli separation distances has shown 
se models rather than to Rcgnolils number eftects, 
l'he c l ? ~ . i c t ~ t  1s " i ~ : t u r i  i ' 1  a I I L f l u t i t  g .?-(a)) ecn i ~ e  rclaled to f c l a t u ~ c s  of 
-dan static-pressure distrlbiitlons. The piessure fluctuations increase rap~dly at the shocli, as ~dentlfied by the 
dpiJ pressure r i se ,  and reach a nxaximnunl lntenslty where the slope of the static-pressure curve 1s nlainlum. In the 
i'u;Iy srparated reglon, the iluctuating pressure descerlds from this nlaxinzunl to a plateau level. Correspondingly 1x1 
r'-i- s,:me reglon the static pressure descreases towarcl a plateau level. It can be noted that the plateau level mas 
-e',+,vely independent of the shoulder height of the frustum that caused the separation on the 0.254-m-diameter models. 
"1 cs lower fluctuatmg-pressure intensities on the 0. 0508-m-dlameter model were found to be due to an ins~tff~cient f re -  
quency range of the recorded data. The h~gher  fluctuatmg pressures on the two-dimensional model are  associated 

reduced-frequency parameters ~nvestlgated were: C60/Um , 1 b ~ / I J m ,  f Ss/U, f(S- - x,)/IJ , f 6 / ~  L', and 
f6/Um . r3 
It became evident early in the investigation that there was no reduced-frequency or spectral-density 
parameter that was the most effective for scaling the data from the zany  m ~ d e l s ,  pzrticuiarly for separated flow, 
for the full range of frequencies considered. (Certain chara.cterjsties of the pressure fluctuations were forrncl to be 
different within different of reduced frequencies.) It was clear however, that the parameters f 6 / ~  and 
f(Ss - xs)U involving local boundary-layer thickness or flow-separation dimensions and local velocity were beat for 
scaling frequencies in separated fiow. In t'his paper, since both attached and separated liom~dary iayers are  con6ic'tered, 
the nondimensionalization of spectra are  illustrated in terms of f 6 / ~ .  The data used for the refiponse computation a r e  
also presented in terms of f6/U, since the local velocity in the separated region is  frequently not available and also 
since differences in scaling with U vs Urn are  relatively minor. Also minor differences were found in the effective- 
ness of free-stream versus local dynamic pressure for scaling the spectral density; therefore, the choice has been 
made in favor of the more conveniently available q,. 
Local boundary layer thiclmesses used for scaling the pressure-fluctuation data were based on measure- 
ments of boundary-layer profiles for  all the attached-flow test cases and on profiles measured within the separated 
flow region on the d = 0.254 m, h = 0.0508 m, F) = 45" model. The separated-flow boundary layer measurements a r e  
shown in Fig. 6 to illustrate that the boundary-layer growth rearward from the separation point was sufficiently linear 
to allow a simple linear interpolation of local boundary- 
.9=45"  h=.0508m layer thicltness. Local boundary-layer thicknesees in 
separated flow were therefore estimated for all the models 
, 
from the relationship 6 = 6, + h (Ss - X ~ ) / S ~ .  
a4-' 
Typical scaling of spectral measurements 
obtained on the different models at M = 2 . 0  is  illustrated 
in Fig. 7. The spectrum selected for each model repre- 
sents an approximate mean of from 10  to 20 measurements, 
0 
0 
and in most of the separated flow cases the mean spectrum 
1 .O .8 .6 .4 .2 
Xs'S,  was obtained near the center of the separated flow region. 
The closeness of fit of the spectra scaled by the reduced 
Figure 6. Boundary-layer thickness . frequency parameter f6/U (Fig. 7) illustrates about the 
of separated flow. best attainable collapse of data. Most of the separated 
flow results fit within a factor-of-two spread on the mean- 
squared spectral density scale. This i s  considered a good f i t  of random dynamic data obtained on so many dizerent 
models, and indicates relative independence of the pressure-fluctuation characteristics on geometry. 
ATTACHED FLOW 
Ma= 2.0 
SEPARATED FLOW 
M a =  2.0 
E'lgure 7. Scaling of power spectra, 
Thci variatiofi of power spectra i:: ati,:;cl:::d and separated i l e m s  bs.t;.;erir Maoh nu~ri i i t rs of I .  6 and 3.5 is 
siiown in  Fig. 8. Each of these spcctia represents m aveiagt  or' iiori; 10 lo iv spectra measured on a rigid plate 
1n3taiied in the "panel-response" test fixture in the v~alls of the Air~es 9- hy 7-foot SWT and R -  by ?-foot SlW, These 
data form the basis of the representation of the excitation spectrum used for panel response calculations. Note that 
the data are  nondimensionalized by free-stream velocity. 
The power spectra for  attached flow generally are very similar for all Mach numbers with the exception of 
a siligh'cly lower measured spectrum at M = 3. There is  a reasonably consistent trend at low reduced frequencies, 
ATTACHED FLOW 
D - a ,  
Figure 8. Variation of power spect ra  with Mach number. 
f 6 / ~ ,  4 0.05, that indicates a reduction in spectrum level with increasing Macli number. These variations should be 
raiten lightly, however, because of reduced statist ical  accuracy oi ~ l l a l y s i s  at the lower frequencies. In contrast  l.;.:l.li 
the attached flow case  the power spect ra  measured in the separated flow show a very consistent variation will1 Macii 
number. The spectral  levels decrease  with increasing Mach number at  f6/Um < 0 .3  and increase  with increasing 
blach number at  f6/U, > 0.3. These resul ts  i l lustrate the separation of frequency regimes  at  f6/Um = 0.3. in each 
regime the pressure  fiuctuations a r e  dependent upon different phenomena. The surface pressure  measu re i l~e~ i t s  in tile 
lower frequency region a r e  mainly sensitive to the transmitted fluid fluctuations in the turbulent flow of the separateti 
i - r~~L~ndaro  layer ;  the radiated energy is negligible. !n the h:giier frequency region, i t  i s  believed that the surtsce jircs- 
s u r e  fluctuations a r e  strongly influenced by a1 eddy Riach wave radiation phenomena. This phenomena w a s  ~nwestigateti 
by Fforvcs-Williams (ref. 16), and although his  resul ts  do not apply to  the study of surface p re s su re  fluctuations a stutiy 
curreiit!y in progress  by Dr. Richard D. Rechtien of the University of Missouri, Rolla, Missouri ,  j:<ASA-Ames Grant) 
indicates a dependence of these data on Mach wave radiation. 
2 . 3  H a l  Correlation of P re s su re  Fluctuations 
Chyu and Kally (ref. 4) presented some data 
from this investigation that showed the power and cross  
spect ra  and space-time correlations of flu.ctuating pres-  
s u r e s  underlying the supersonic attached boundary layer 
on the 0.254-m diameter ogive cylinder and the separated 
boundary layer ahead of the 0. 0508-m high irustum. 
Among other things, they investigated the co- and quad- 
spect ra l  density and coherence a s  functions of a wave num- 
ber parameter  f S I / ~ c ( f ) .  Illustrative colierence functions 
a r e  slio\vn in Fig. I), The results  indicate a similari ty 
between the coherence measurements in attached and 
separated flow at  supersonic Mach nuntbers, but only if 
the velucity term i s  Uc(f) .  Tlie use  of convection velocity 
instead of f r ee  -s t ream velocity i s  nscessary ,  since fcr 
.?opdrattd f low,  Zc(f) var ies  s i gn~f : i un t l~  with frequency. 
7 .,. 
:r : r  gzilrrh! tresL!s of thc <?at:: a t -  aIso s imi lar  to the 
suhjcoic--floiv n?e;ir-uron~rrts by Ruli  (ref. 11'1. it can 1;e 
.-L..  -.:7 ?!la: I I i e  ~ ; ! ~ v ~ l o j i ~ ;  ~f :hi! c o h e r e ~ c t  fiinciions for. van- -  
oris spaiia! disia:~ccs 6, /'&+ decreases  expoi~eiiti alIy wiifi 
i;lcrt.:,sing f!e~~iit?iic:~y, l i : / - i l~ i i i i -~  tht: e:lieli.lte ij(j!!\r!un:ltv!y 
represeii ts  the coherence only a t  high frequencies. 
Chyu and Au-Yang (ref.  1 2 )  used Rull's 
coherence data to represent  the subsonic attached- 
I~oundary-layer spatial correlation fo r  application to the 
response conlputation. The fact that the coherence func- 
tions do not collapse complicates the enlpirical expression 
ATTACHED 
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Figure 9. Longitudinal coherence of p re s su re  
fluctuations. 
of correlation,  and therefore,  a iiiffererlt approach has more  recently bee11 ir~vestigated, As suggested iiy Reehlien 
the normalized moduli of the c ros s  spectral  densit ies,  ~G-(<,f)/,,,,,,+for available o r  selected t rmsduee r  spacings 
have beer  curve-fitted io the exponential function ~ g ( &  Rlnor, = e - iU  hi. the rnetiard of least  squares to obtain a non- 
dinlensional attenuation-coefficient function @[,fjb. Typical moduli of the cross-spectral  densities of the p re s su re  
fluctuations in separated flow that were used fo r  the evaluation of the attenuntion eoeff'ficienl a r e  show11 in  Fig. 10. 
Figure I 1  shows the attenuation-coefficient function measured in separated flow on the 0.254-m diameter  
model with the 0.0503-m high 45" frustum shoulder to i l lustrate i t s  effectiveness of describing spatiai correlation. 
The function i s  shorvn to  be reasonably independent of the number of moduli, the transducer spacing, o r  the reference 
locations involved in the curve fitting. These resul ts  indicate that the flow i s  relatively homogeneous within the limited 
a rea  of the separated flow region where the measurements were obtained. It appears that the attenuation coefficients 
decreased slightly at  higher frequencies a s  the l a rge r  transducer spacings were  used in the analysis. The variation i s  
considered insignificant, however, in light of the state of the a r t  of the structural  part  of the problem of predicting 
response to random turbulence. Attenuation coefficients obtained f rom transducer a r r ays  oriented longitudinally, 
diagonally, and laterally to  the free-stream flow indicate that the decay of correlated turbulence was independent of 
orientation at  f6/U < 0.06. The predominant turbulence i s  therefore nonconvective at the lower frequencies,  and con- 
tours of equal spatial correlation would be circular.  At f6/U > 0. OG the attenuation coefficients were progressively 
lower a s  the angularity of the transducer orientation changed f r o m  lateral  to  longitudinal, indicating extended corre la-  
tion in the direction of free-stream flow. 
NUMBER OF MODULI 
TRANSDUCER SPACING 
C,!h x , /h  = 2.75 
Flgure 10. Varlatlon of normalized c ros s  spectra 
with longitudinal spacing of transducers 
In separated flow. 
REFERENCE LOCATION 
l o  x , / h  
2.75 E - - - - - - - 2.62 
ORIENTATION TO STREAM 
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1 6 / ~  
Figure 11. Attenuation coefficients measured on the 
0.254-m diameter model in the reglon 
of separated flow, h = 0.0508 m,  
6 = 45'. 
A comparison of longitudinal attenuation coefficient functions obtained on the different n ~ o d e l s  in separated 
flow i s  shoivn in Fig. 1 2  to  i l lustrate the effectiveness of a6 for scaling for  separated flow. The resui ts  indicate that 
( h e  noildimensionaiized attenuation coefficients were in relatively good agreement,  showing a total spread between all  
tile curves of geiierslly l e s s  than a factor of two. 
Typical 1ongitadin::l a-tteriiiation coeificieats at  Mach irurnbers f rom 1 .  6 to 3 , s  a r e  shown i n  Fig. 13 for I>oii; 
.~liricl.ietl and separated f low on rhc: ;vind iiircnri :-:i'rls, As wit!? the :.j;aeira (Fig. 9) the separn<ed f low :!ai:i siiow ii marc? 
consistent variation with Mach number than the attached flow data,  particuiariy at  the lower frequeiicies. The resul ts  
s h o w  that the p re s su re  fluctuations in attached flow were most highIy correlated at  f 6 / ~ ,  =. 0 .4 ;  whereas,  iii separated 
iiovV the nlaximum correlation occurred at  the lowest frequencies. The dips i n  separated flow 5 6  curves in the f r e -  
quency range 0. 3 < f 6 / ~ ,  < 1.3  indicate increased correlatior~ that i s  believed to result f rom the Mach wave radiation 
pk.i:nomena discussed in connection with the observed Mach number effects on power spectra.  
102 t D, m h ,  rn 6 ,  m 
---- ,0508 ,0102 ,0056 
- ,254 ,0254 .Dl 38 
-- ,254 ,0508 ,0224 
..~ -... . - m 2532 ,1056 
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Figure 12. Scaling of attenuation coefficients. 
ATTACHED FLOW 
D = m 
Tiie convection of turbu!eilce 1?1 attached 2nd 
separated boundary layers resul ts  in an angle of phase 
between spatially correlated components of pressare. Sinr"il 
t h i s  ~YIiase angle can '<-stilt i i ~  !~latcl!irig ~3:' paucl f!c+:-:(:I-:{] 
waves and pressure: waves aiiJ t i~us  cause ar-i el~',sucsoi::;?,! 
or" response,  it is necessary that  it be aecoiinted tor iii 
response computations. Convection of the surface-pressure 
fluctuations can be studied directly in te rn is  of convection 
velocities o r  in t e r m s  of the phase angles of the c ros s  
spectra.  The hroadband convection velocity derived f r u n ~  
space-time correlations i s  the most  convenient tiescription 
of convection characterist ics fo r  attached flow, but Cliy~! 
and Hanly (ref. 4) showed that i t  i s  inappropriate f o r  
separated flow since convection velocities vary  with 
frequency. 
SEPARATED FLOW 
D=m 8.90" hz.2032 m 
Figure 13. Effect of Mach number on longitudinal attenuation coefficients. 
Typical phase angles that resul t  f rom convection of the turbuletlce in separated flow a r e  shown in Fig. 14. 
The data were obtained on the 0.254-m diameter model with axisymmetric flow and show the effects of the angular 
orientation of a transducer a r r a y  to the f ree-s t ream flow 
direction. At low frequencies, f < 300 Hz, the phase angles 
3 2  M, = 2.0 8 = 450 h =.0508m were  zero  for  all angular orientations. A zero  phase angle 
Figure 14. Typical phase angles of c ros s  spect ra  of 
pressure  fluctuations underlying 
separated flow. 
indicates a zero  o r  infinite speed of convection o i  the pras-  
s u r e  fluctuations between two points, a s  would exist  \vitis a 
stationary pulsating bubble o r  fo r  normal incidence of ax 
acoustic radiation process.  The equivalent of the pulsating 
bubble could occur if the turbulence i s  related to  fore-and- 
aft oscillations of the detached shock wave. The phase- 
angle measurements generally indicate an absence of 1nter:il 
convection in the separated flow over the full range of f r e -  
quencies investigated. This resul t  was evidenced by the 
near  zero  Iateral  measurements and by the agreemeat 
between longitudinal and diagonal meastirements of ;1/'< I (phase angle per  meter of longitudinal compoiirnt of t rans-  
ducer spacing). 
When signific-i~l pi last  angles ;.re ;~casri~-~t: i l ,  
they can be converted to convection velocities, a s  defineci 
by 360 f (5 /8 ) ,  and thus reveal the narrow-band convec- 
tion characterist ics of the turbulence. Figure 15 shows that 
on the 0.254-m diameter model, the convection velocities 
of the pressure  field in separated flow varied f rom a mini- 
mum of approximately 0 . 2  U at  f6/U x 0.6  to a plateau 
TRANSDUCER SPACING near 0. 8 U st t6/U - 0.8. The variatiuii of coiivscticn 
Ma=2.0 h=.0508 xS/h=2.75 speed with frequency infers that the predomirtani turbulence 
CI/h st different frecluencies between 0. 03 < f6/li 0.8 i s  gen- 
' I  2 erated at  different levels of the boundary layer ranging f rom 
- - 
.25 slightty above the zero  velocity iine lo the free-shear iayer. 
-. 
-- - - - -  
.34 Upstream convection was not detected between points within 
.50 
.62 the separated flow region. The turbulent eddies generated 
- - - -  
.75 
---- 
in the reverse  flow region apparently contribute little t o  
1 .oo the wall-pressure fluctuations. With the exception of the 
REFERENCE LOCATION low frequency region of fd/U < 0.06, the convection 
'@='.' h=.0508 cl/h=.375 
velocities were relatively unaffected by transducer spacing 
x,/h x2/h o r  reference location. It i s  also shown that they can be 
2.75 0 
- 2.75 .375 effectively scaled by the reduced frequency parameter f 6 / ~ .  
2.62 0 
0 .----- 2.12 0 Representative narrow-band convection velocities 
FRUSTUM- SHOULDER HEIGHT in attached and separated flows on the walls of the 9- by 7-foot 
M, = 2.0 SWT and 8- by '/-foot SWT at the location of the panel response 
h, x,/h El/h tes t  fixture a r e  shown in Fig. 16. I t  can be seen that fo r  
attached flow there was no significant variation in the ra t io  
----.0102 2.95 1.00 
..--.~ 
,0254 3,06 of convection velocity to free-stream velocity 
--- 
.0508 2.75 .50 (Uc(f)/Um = 0.75) with frequency o r  Mach number. The 
: : : variation of convection velocity with frequency in separated 10-2 10-1 1.0 10 
f s/u flow was previously discussed in connection with Fig. 15. 
This variation with frequency was relatively unaffected by 
Figure 15. Typical narrow-band convection velocities. Mach number at f 6 / ~ ,  < 0.6. The plateau values of 
nearly constant Uc/U, at  fb/U, > 1.0 ,  however, varied 
inversely with Mach number (with the exception of the M, = 3 . 5  data) s o  that the absolute convection velocity, Uc, 
was nearly constant. The convection velocity in this plateau region varied f rom approxiniately 354 m/sec (1150 fps) 
at  M, = 1.7  to  366 m/sec (1200 fps) a t  IM, = 3.0. The reduced frequencies where the beginning of the plateau occurs 
can be identified with charges in the characterist ics of the power spect ra  and attenuation coefficients. 
ATTACHED FLOW SEPARATED FLOW 
D=b, B=90° h =  2 0 3 2  m 
Figure 16. Variation of narrow-band convection velocities with Mach number. 
The fundamental information needed to describe the excitation of a structure underlying a turbulent flotv i s  
the c ross  spectral  density of the fluctuating pressures .  
In a holnogeneous turbulence the c ross  spect ra  can be expressed ln the form 
:%?here (a,([ , 5  , w) 1 i s  the c r o s s  correlation coefficient between two points separated by distance and 5 in the 1 2  2 
xI  and x i  directions. Experimental data have also shown that the correlation coefficient can be separated i n  coor- 
dinates a s  follows: 
where loF(6,, 0, m i  = exp vld ~ ( 0 ,  f2, u i /  = sxp [ -n  6 7 
1' 2 2- " 
Tile convection velocity Uc i s  related to  the phase angle @ of the c r o s s  spectral  density of tile fluctuatiiig p re s su re  t i ) '  
Uc = 360 f t l /@.  For  this investigation, it has been chosen t o  represent Uc in t e r m s  of since Uc var ies  sig!liiicai?ily 
with f for  separated fiow and since 0 - 0", Uc -. m* it sIlouid also be noted that $/41 i s  an independent fiincticti~ of i 
and i s  therefore not scaled by a reduced frequency paraxi-ieter. 
To derive expressions litat represent the selected functioiis used to desc r i l~e  the Eluetiratirig p re s su re s  i l l  
supersonic attached and separated turbulent boundary layers ,  the large amount of experimental data pre~riously dis-  
cussed have been averaged at each tes t  Mach number (1 .6 ,  2.0:  2.5,  3.0, 3.5) and approximate m e z ~ l s  of the etrve!ojieu 
of these data have been curve-fitted a s  shown in Fig. 17. 
ATTACHED FLOW 1.6<M,< 3.5 SEPARATED FLOW 
POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY 
- EMPIRICAL 
REPRESENTATION 
ATTENUATION COEFFICIENT 
PHASE ANGLE 
Figure 17. Representation of surface-pressure fluctuations. 
The e m p l r ~ c a l  orrnulae that express  the power spectrum, attenuatiorr coeff~cienrs,  and phdse angles ror 
attached and separated flows a r e  a s  follows: 
a) For  attached flow 
Power Spectrum 
2 2 3 4 5 C U,/qm 6 = exp f-12.470 - 0 . 6 3 9 ~  - 0 . 2 6 9 ~  + 0 . 0 1 5 ~  + 0 , 0 1 7 ~  + 0 . 0 0 2 ~  7F 
Attenuation Coefficients 
3 4 5 
(Y 6 = exp {O. 060 + 0 . 9 4 1 ~  + 0. 380x2 - 0 . 0 2 3 ~  - 0 . 0 2 0 ~  - 0 . 0 0 2 ~  1 
1 
4 5 
a 6 = exp r2.163 + 1 . 2 9 1 ~  + 0. 262x2 - 0. 132x3 - 0 . 0 4 3 ~  - 0 . 0 0 3 3 ~  ] 2 
Phase  Angle 
b) For  separated flow 
Power Spectrum 
2 3 4 5 G,um/qm 6 = exp {-8.OQ4 - 1 . 2 3 9 ~  - 0. 295x2 - 0 . 0 9 0 ~  - 0 . 0 1 4 ~  - 0. OOlx 1 
P 
Attenuation Coefficients 
2 3 4 5 
(Y 6 = exp (1. 031 + 0 . 6 6 6 ~  + 0 . 6 4 5 ~  + 0 . 2 7 0 ~  + 0 . 0 4 3 ~  + 0 . 0 0 2 ~  ]
1 
2 3 4 
cc 6 = exp 11.797 + 1 . 2 3 9 ~  + 0 . 5 3 6 ~  + 0 . 1 2 2 ~  + 0. OlOx ] 2 
Phase  Angle 
Where f o r  both a) and b) above: x = loge(f 6/Um) 
3. RESPONSE OF FLAT CLAMPED-EDGE PANELS 
3 .1  Method of Analysis 
d 
The displacement w@, t)  of a vibrating panel 
(Flg. l a ) ,  1s assumed to obey the classical  thin plate 
equation 
4 pi+ + c 6  + BV w =F@, t)  (11) 
where p and B a r e  constants and independent in  he 
present analysis. It 1s assumed further that w@, t) can 
be expanded 111 t e r m s  of a s  follows: 
\Q @, t)  =qJia (t)V!J2 Qi) (12) Figure 18. Schematic of a panel with flow excitation. 
OI 
Here ih2 1s assumed to be properly normallzeci and separable In coorcilnates, I. e . ,  
and 
It can he shown that  for  a panei with clamped edges Gm takes on different for'rns according Lo whether m is el:eii 
or odd: 
a) If m is odd, 
where ym are the roots of the equation 
Ym 'm tan - + tanh - = 0 2 2 
and 
sin(ym/2) 
K = .  
m sinh y /2 
i m  
b) If m is even, 
where y are  the roots of the equation 
m 
Ym 'm 
tan - 2 - tanh - 2 = 0 
By using the orthogonality condition of the mode-shape function, the normalizing factors Am can be found to be 
= y + sin y 4 K (sinh y 9 Ynl) if m is  odd 
'm m m m 
= 
- sin y + K_' (sinh Y - ym) if nl is even 
Ym m 
The generalized coordinates q (t) satisfies the Lagrange equation 
01 
ma{, (t) + C CY 6 Q (t) + Kaq, (1) = f N (t) 
where the geneyalized mass 
and 
here vN 1s the combined loss factor tor  both structural and vlscous damplng. The present state of art requrres that 
V ,  must be measured experimentally. The Fourler transform of the Lagrange Eq. (17) takes the form 
5-14 
where 
I 
H ( W )  = 
n 
- 2) 4. Ib/ W 2 ]  rn N Ti", a 
Equations (12) and (18) together give 
\V$, D)  1 ED (ii;)F 'Y ( w ) ~ ~ x J  
N 
The displacement power-spectral density i s  related to  W &, w) by T 
71 S @, W) = Lim T WT* @, W) WT &, W) d (21) T ~ r n  
where WT i s  the truncated Fourier t ransform of w. Equations (17), (18), (20), and (21) together give the displace- 
ment power spectral  density in the form: 
where 
1 y" 1 
jnlr(Fl) = 2 @1q1 dy' dy" if m + r even "&;)$,a;, bs(nl, 0, cos 
0 0 
= 0 if m + r odd 
j1 ( F  ) = 2 
ns  2 ( IF?/ dy;dy; ii n + s even ;Ln(y;)tyY;) Pi; 0. q2, y--
0 0 
= 0 if n + s odd 
and 
= 0 if m + r even (25) 
Here $,w) a r e  the normalized mode-shape functiotls, expressed by Eqs. (15) and (16) with B replaced by unity. The 
physical significance of the structural  acceptances jmr i s  discussed by Ref. 12. The pressure  correlation coefficients 
0- are experimentally shown to he related to the c ros s  spectral  density of the fluctuating pressure  in a homogeneous 
P turbulence mr i  cait be expressed by 
%$I 3 $ - i w E  /T.J 
d P  
"i' c 
- = 0 -  , o j % ( ~ ;  j2. *?I  r S^(W) . 1, I 
iJ I 
The s t ra ins  In the x l  and x2 d ~ r e c t l o n s  of a rectangular plate a r e  related to the displacement w by 
a r e  the curvatures ~n xl  and x2 directions, The s t r a ~ i i  spectrum cart he oblalrlcd I;J' 
ff S & , b 2 ) =  111a - E ?  @ , k J ) Z ,  & , c G )  
'i T 1 T - m  T IT 
where Ei i s  the truncated Four ier  transform of c in Eq. (27), and can be expressed by 
T 
and 
where 
Equations (28-30) together with the expression for  $ in Eqs. (15) and (16) give the strain power spectrunl 
3.2 Response Measurements and Computations 
As briefly described in the introduction, tes ts  have been conducted to measure the displacement and strain 
response of several panels of different lengths, widths, and thicknesses in supersonic attached and separated f lo~vs  
and in mixed flow with a shocli- wave positioned on the panels. The response tes ts  of the total input-response investiga- 
tion have only recently been completed and therefore the following resul ts  are somewhat preliminary. All the panels 
tested were constructed of magnesium having the following properties: 
The f x s t  panels selected fo r  a n a l y s ~ s  had the same d~menslons  w ~ t h  J l  = 0. 3048 m, J Z  = 0.2286 m, t 1 / J 2  = 4/3, but 
two d ~ i f a r e ~ l t  thicknesses d = 0. 00118 m and d = 0.00236 m. 
It was recognized pr ior  to the tes ts  that the ir?stailaiiou of s t r ~ i n  gages cn the panels cclilrl affect the stiff- 
ness and symmetry of and t!~i;rei"oue could ccmpromise the comparison between rneasurerr;er?ts and compula- 
, . 
~1011s. Since strain Is a key element iii fatigue, Jioivever, it was  considered more  important to include the strain gaga:: 
to verify ihi: s train compcitations, It ivould have been desirable ttr conduct separate dispiacement response tes ts ,  but 
this was econonlicaliy impractical. 
In Eq, (19) Va 1s the comblned loss  factor for  the coniplete structural  a ~ r s t r e a m  system. The loss  factor 
therefore taltes ~ n t o  account the effect of hysteretic damplng a s  well a s  VISCOUS darnplng. The latter lncludes the 
Interaction of panel rnot~on on the flow fleld w~thtn  and outside the boundary layer ,  and the effect of acoustical radlallol 
into the interior of the strticture (cavity) and into the exterior flow field. AltIlough the clevelcprner~t (by Uoweii, re f ,  17) 
of an analytical method for the determination of the aerodynamic damping part  of the loss  factor is in progress ,  t h e  
present state of a r t  requires that v, must he estimated f rom experience o r  meas~ i r ed  experimentally. 
The loss factors used for  tile co-m~~~rtalioris f pa~nel response a s  piesenleri i t 1  this paper i:ave been rutiasi:i!:tl 
f rom the autocorrelatlons of the response-time hrstorles fo r  the speclfic panels of incel-est. Representative loss-Eac LOI 
measurements lo1 a 0 3048-m long, 0 2286-m wide by 0. 00235-in thick rnagileslurn panel a r e  shown In I'rg 19 for  both 
attached and sepaiated flo,vs. The resiclts ii,dlcste that onlp 
ATTACHED FLOW SEPARATED FLOW the dampmg of the f i r s t  rliode is sign~ficantly highel than the 
I ,  o 3 0 4 8 m  Z2=0 2 2 8 6 m  d - O00235m damping of all other modes. Tlie f l l  s t  mode damping was 
qm=2170N/m2 sllghtly hlgher in separated flow than In attached flow, but 
MODE f ,  all other modes were relatively unafiected by the flow condl- 
0 1 - 1 2 5 9  F tlon. The effects of Mach number a r e  not clearly defined t 2-1 4 6 0  although ~t IS evident that the effects a r e  not large for  the 1 0 3 - 1 7 7 1  
010 r range of Mach nunibers investigated. It i s  expected that the 
damping would Increase significantly fo r  the attached flow 
case  at  1 .6  > M > 1.0.  Muhlstein (ref. 18) has shown total- 
system-damplng measurements In attached flow at  Mach 
numbers between 1.1 and 1 .4  that decrease  a full decade 
between M = 1. 1 and M = 1.4. His results  at  M = 1.4, 
0 although f o r  a much thinner boundary layer  relative to  the 
2 3 4 I 2 3 4 panel length, a r e  consistent wlth the results  111 Fig. 19. 
M a  Mm 
3 . 2 . 2  Displacement Response Figure 19. Damping of the panel/air-stream sys tem 
in t e r m s  of l o s s  factor.  Illustrative measurements and computations of 
the power-spectral densities of displacement of the 
0. 00118-m thick panel a r e  shown in Fig. 20 for  M, = 2 . 5 .  Measurements are shown fo r  the probe locations indicated 
in the inset  panel sketches. Corresponding computations fo r  the same locations a r e  shown only f o r  the peak displace- 
ments at  measured resonance frequencies. The computer program computes the complete spectrum, but this has been 
omitted to simplify the figures.  The resul ts  show s imi lar  trends between attached and separated flows in the response 
of most modes a s  a function of frequency. The f i r s t  mode predominated the displacement, a s  would be expected. The 
relative displacements between attached and separated flows a r e  in the s ame  proportion a s  the input spectra (Fig. 17). 
Thus the spatial correlation differences between attached and separated flows have only a subtle influence on the 
response characterist ics.  It was originally planned to present longitudinal and lateral  acceptances a s  a function of 
frequency to i l lustrate spatial correlation effects, but these resul ts  were  not available in t ime to  be included in the paper. 
The comparison between measured and computed displacement spectral  densities at  resonance generally 
shows s imi lar  trends with frequency with the computed displacenlents f rom about two to ten t inies higher than the ineas- 
ured displacements. Although the comparative resul ts  a r e  considered good and within state of a r t  f o r  random excita- 
tion and response phenomena, the anxious and optimistic investigator always hops5 fo r  better agreement. The f i r s t  
suspicions a r e  usually directed t o  searching fo r  computational e r r o r s .  In this case the computer program and measured 
spect ra  have been repeatedly checked. As an example the comparable measured spect ra  have been obtained hy three 
different analysis systems (2 digital and I analog). It i s  believed that the major differences in computed and measured 
resul ts  are due to the assumptions in the analytical method that the flow field i s  uniform and homogeneous. An obvious 
major  source  of panel response asymmetry i s  the longitudinal p re s su re  variation on the panel in separated flow 
(Fig. 4@)). A slight lateral  variation in static p re s su re  was also found on the wind-tunnel wall in the region of the panel 
for  the attached flow case.  These  effects a r e  somewhat accounted fo r ,  but not entirely,  by computing the response spect ra  
at  the measured natural frequencies. The effects of the strain-gates nlounted on the panel a r e  also not accounted for .  
3 . 2 . 3  g r a i n  Response 
Typical measurements and computations of s t ra in  response power spectral  densities a r e  shown in Fig. 21. 
The most significant feature of the s t ra ins  i s  that the f i r s t  mode i s  not the dominant mode a s  shown in the case  for  the 
displacement response. This resul t  i s  expected since the s t ra ins  a r e  proportional to the local panel curva.ture asso- 
ciated with the response mode. In the displacement response the differences between the attached and separated flow 
a r e  consistent with the difference in the excitation spectra.  There i s  also about the same order  of differences bet\lieen 
computations and measurements of strain.  A few character is t ics  of the spectra indicate panel distortion and asymmetry 
of nlodes a s  discussed in 3.2.2.  An example i s  the measurement of a significant s t ra in  response for  the 1-2 mode at  
the panel center point which should be on a node line. 
Coin)xivison.: of rlhe displa.crmeiat r.fAr;pcinses c3t t i c J 0  uaneis (ci = 0. 001 I S  rn and d = 0. 1)023?j m ) ,  due to the 
,,-- .rciLations oi attached aixi scpar~i ted  ail. nlixcd rloa.vs at M, = 2. 5 a re  ~+jiov;ii 1;-t Flg.. 22, The r t s r i ~ t ~  i!!ii:.*~ tSli t t  ;lie 
response amplitudes were approximately the same for both the separated flow and mixed flow cases  even lhoiigl~ the 
excitation spect ra  a r e  significantly different in the region of the shock wave (Fig. 5). The increase in mixed flow 
spect ra  at f < 100 Hz i s  consistent with the higher excitation spect ra  at these low frequencies. It i s  interesting that 
:here was apparently no higher degree of coupling of the shoclr oscillations in mixed flow with the panel response than 
occurred in the fully separated flow case.  Fo r  the mixed flow case ,  the shock wave was positioned near ihe center of 
the panels. The extent of the shock wave oscillations relative t o  the panel length can be seen in the longitudinal d is t r i -  
bution of the fluctuating p re s su re s  shown in Fig. 4. 
ATTACHED FLOW M~~ = 2.5  q m  = 2170 ~ / m '  SEPARATED FL-OW 
~ , = o . j o e c % m  z2=e.2266rn d = n . o o i ~ e m  
0 CALCULATED 
EXPERIMENT 
Figure 20. Power spectral  densities of displacement response. 
The ratio between the attached flow ancl separated flow response spect ra  a r e  approxixately the same for  
bill11 pvrel  thiclmesses, a s  ivould De expected: except that an unexpiained broadband mode of vibration occurred at  
I = i O O  Hz on the d = 0.00235 m panel. Significant differences in resonant frequencies can be noted f o r  each of bile 
fiow cases .  The frequencies also do not sca le  directly with tiiiclcness o r  with the s ame  scale factor for  all modes for  
:be t w o  i"nel l!lick!,esses, These c l a j  acter-ist.ics can be due to stiffness charges resulting f rom unsprnnlctricai ?oad - 
ing or midplane s t r e s s e s  clue Lo thermal effects,  o r  due to changes in excitation; hoivel:er, the distortil)n of the rnoril: 
i ~ a p e S  ijY Yn.;ollile~r((~l loading no the panels 2s dicci~ssec i n  3 , 2 . 2  i s  considered to be the most probable cause. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A large  amount of experimental data have been studied to determine the characterist ics of surface-pressur- 
fluctuations underlying supersonic attached and separated turbulent boundary l aye r s (M= = I. 1 to 3.5). The most effel:". 
tive parameters  f o r  malung the characterist ics dimensionless hare  been established. Empirical formulae have been 
derived t o  represent  the nonsteady p re s su re  fields in each of the flow regions. A method of analysis of the amplitude 
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Figure 21. Power spectral  densities of s t r e s s  response. 
and strain response oi  flat clamped-edge panels has also been described, and conlparisons have been made between 
response measurements i d  computations for  panels underlying both the attached and separated flows. 
The resul ts  of the pressure-fluctuation studies have shown that the turbulence generated within attached o r  
separated flow i s  relatively honlogeneous although some nonuniformities of the fluctuating pressures  have been identi- 
fied. The statistical characterist ics that describe the surface fluctuating pressures  c a l  be effectively scaled by the 
reduced frequency parameters f6/U o r  f6/U,. An attenuation-coefficient function a 6  representing the decaying 
exponential of the moduli of the c ross  spectra has been shown to be an appropriate function to describe the spatial 
correlation of the unsteady pressure  fields. Observed irregularit ies in tlie shapes of power spectra and attenuation 
coefficients and convection velocities a s  a function of frequency can be attributed to changes in the predominant sources 
of the fluctuating pressures  in different frequency zones. 
The results of the panel response studies ~ndlcate  that the method of analysls predicts the relatlve levels 
of response of most 111odes for either attached o r  separated flow, but generally, over predicts the mean-squaie ampll- 
t~ tdes  o r  strairis, it 1s believed that the differences between computations and measurements result  p r ~ m a r i l y  from 
tile ds s i~ml~ t lo r~  i n  tile d n d f y ~ i s  that the flow fields a r e  u n f o r m  and h~mogeneous,  .tihereas, :n the experlrnents s i g ~  1f1- 
i i n t  rioir~il~i'oz m str,ady -state loadrig occurred, The differences 111 parlel response between sllacheri and separated 
floi+~ti a r e  consraterit ~ x ~ i l i i  the approximate three  drc,~c!d clizinge in the exc>tat:on spectra.  The response of panels to the  
flicrtation ot mixed flo'v with an  osc~l ia t ing &hock wave near tile eelitel (2 the panel.: v a s  not s rgn~f~cant ly  d,flerenr Ihal* 
t la i es;ic,ns& to scpar ,itd iro\.i eve,, ehrligh the exirtatron ~ r i  +he Iegriiii of d s!?oL~, vavc h a i  llrgiler nIIlp1~I~t!6 dl f ie i -  
- J G +  frequency content. Ind~eations a r e  that the shocli oscillattons did not couple to any degree with rhe panel mollon.:. 
?'lie damping of panel-awstream system was relatively invariant with Mae11 number at  constant total pressure  between 
!vim = 1 . 6  and M, = 3.5. The damping of the f i r s t  resonant mode was about 25% higher for  separated flow than for  
al i  2ciied flow, but o the rw~se  the damp~ng of all modes was about the same for either flow condit~on. 
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Figure 22. Comparison of panel response due to excitations of attached and 
separated boundary layer  and oscillating shocli waves. 
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